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Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal BrandingApress, 2014

	Why should you, a competent software developer or programmer, care about your own brand? After all, it’s not like you're an actor or musician.


	In fact, as Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal Branding demonstrates in...
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Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code: Customizing Salesforce on the Force.com PlatformApress, 2014

	Are you facing a challenging Salesforce.com problem--say, relating to automation, configuration, formulation, or reporting--that you can't quite crack? Or maybe you are hoping to infuse some creativity into your solution design strategy to solve problems faster or make solutions more efficient? Practical Salesforce.com Development...
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Google Apps Script: Web Application Development EssentialsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to create dynamic web applications with Google Apps Script and take full advantage of your Google-hosted services. If you have basic coding skills and some JavaScript experience, this practical book shows you how Apps Script works, and provides step-by-step guidance for building applications you can use right away.
...
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Advances in Multiple Sclerosis and Experimental Demyelinating Diseases (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	The past decade has witnessed significant advances in the understanding of the

	pathophysiology of MS and in the development of novel disease-modifying agents

	(DMA). The use of DMA in the treatment of patients with MS has drastically

	increased not only in the United States but throughout the rest of the world.


...
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Xamarin EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to efficiently develop Android and iOS apps for deployment using the Xamarin platform


	About This Book

	
		Explore the Xamarin platform and understand the architecture behind Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android
	
		Learn how to build and run iOS and Android apps using Xamarin Studio and...
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Learn Keras for Deep Neural Networks: A Fast-Track Approach to Modern Deep Learning with PythonApress, 2018

	
		Learn, understand, and implement deep neural networks in a math- and programming-friendly approach using Keras and Python. The book focuses on an end-to-end approach to developing supervised learning algorithms in regression and classification with practical business-centric use-cases implemented in Keras.

	
		The overall...
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The Definitive Guide to JSF in Java EE 8: Building Web Applications with JavaServer FacesApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn and master the new features in the JSF 2.3 MVC web framework in this definitive guide written by two of the JavaServer Faces (JSF) specification leads. The authors take you through real-world examples that demonstrate how these new features are used with other APIs in Java EE 8. You’ll see the new and exciting ways...
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Full Stack JavaScript: Learn Backbone.js, Node.js, and MongoDBApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js, Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web application: fetching data, displaying...
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Programming in Visual Basic 2010: The Very Beginner's GuideCambridge University Press, 2010

	This is an introduction to programming using Microsoft's Visual Basic.NET 2010. It is intended for novice programmers with little or no programming experience or no experience with Visual Basic. The text emphasizes programming logic and good programming techniques with generous explanations of programming concepts written from a...
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Titanium Microalloyed Steel: Fundamentals, Technology, and ProductsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book comprehensively reviews the research on Ti microalloyed steel, focusing on development and production technology. It discusses steel composition design and performance, as well as technologies for controlling the microstructure and properties of Ti microalloyed steel during the production process. Ti can significantly improve...
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Database Access with Visual Basic® .NET, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Database Access with Visual Basic .NET continues  to use techniques developed by Jeffrey McManus that provide solutions to  problems faced by developers every day. Since data access is the most used  feature in corporate development, it is important for developers to understand  the most effective and efficient way...
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Hibernate: A J2EE™ Developer's GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Build fast, high-performance Java database applications with Hibernate.
Hibernate makes it far easier to build robust, high-performance database applications with Java. Now there's a practical, hands-on guide to using Hibernate's flexible, fast object/relational persistence and query services. Will Iverson covers every facet of...
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